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GreetingsToday I am presenting on behalf of my collaborators, Jane Hendry from Institutional planning at the University of Cape Town as well as Ermien van Pletzen, director of the Academic Development Programme at UCT.  I am Riashna Sithaldeen, Senior lecturer in Science ADP.The title of our talk, Evaluating a mission statement  should really read, can you evaluate a mission statement through quantitative data. In this pilot study we investigate the if and how we can use quantitative data to meet this aim. The analysis that I am presenting here rests on data derived from the UCT data warehouse and has not been self collected. This is a first attempt at validating the methodology, do we have the data? And can it really tell us what we want to know…this process has also helped us flag issues with the data itself.



MISSION STATEMENT

• The Academic Development Programme (ADP) at the University of Cape Town 
has a mission “to promote transformation of institutional culture by developing, 

implementing and disseminating educational strategies that foster equity of 
access and outcomes.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this study we propose the use of quantitative data in evaluating the ADP’s performance in key areas of its mission. With the overarching goal of promoting social justice and redress in an unequal society, the two main current ADP strategies to  (i) the provision of equitable access to higher education; and (ii) success in a diverse student body. Today I am presenting the preliminary results of our first round of analyses from which more detailed analyses are expected to evolve.



ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME AT UCT
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Teaching and Learning 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

NUMERACY CENTRE
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Very simplistically Academic Development Programme at UCT supports the teaching and learning enterprises at UCT with a definite focus on issues of redress. It consists of educationl units or EDUs that sit  in each of our 6 faculties. And then there  are the cross cutting language development group and numeracy centre which function across faculties but which will not be part of todays presentation. 



ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

• ADP  runs individual courses as well as full programmes

• Has multiple access streams

• Targets resources at black or disadvantaged students
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Presentation Notes
ADP  runs individual courses as well as full programmesHas multiple access pointsTarget is to aim resources at black or disadvantaged students



OBJECTIVES

1. To produce a demographic profile of UCT students registered at the university in the year 2017 who 
were enrolled in ADP programmes or courses. 

2. To assess the demographic profile of a sub-set of UCT students registered at the university in the year 
2017 who had entered the university through the Academic Development Programme with 
admission point scores lower than the faculties’ standard minimum scores for admission. 

3. To identify performance trends (progress and completion rates) of cohorts of students identified in 1) 
and 2) above, compared with performance trends of students in comparable control groups. 

4. To assess the contribution of ADP to the number of Black South African graduates (category used 
inclusively) in Commercial, Engineering and Health professions who have qualified in the past ten 
years (up to the end of 2017). 

5. To assess the contribution of ADP to the total number of Black South African postgraduate students 
(category used inclusively) who have qualified in the past ten years (up to the end of 2017). 

WHO ARE OUR STUDENTS?

DOES OUR ALTERNATIVE ADMISSIONS GET MORE BLACK STUDENTS INTO  UCT?

DO OUR INTERVENTIONS CLOSE THE PERFORMANCE GAP?

ARE WE CONTRIBUTING TO TRANSFORMATION OF PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPES?

ARE WE PRODUCING MORE BLACK GRADUATES?
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In our abstract we list and explain 5 objectives or questions we wanted to ask of the quantitative data. I will not bore you by reading them all out however if one were to distil these into their simplest form what are we actually asking:WHO ARE OUR STUDENTS?DOES OUR ALTERNATIVE ADMISSIONS GET MORE BLACK STUDENTS INTO  UCT?DO OUR INTERVENTIONS HELP WITH THE racial PERFORMANCE GAP?ARE WE HELPING TO PRODUCE MORE BLACK GRADUATES?ARE WE HELPING TO TRANFORM PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPES?



WHO ARE OUR STUDENTS?

Population:

All 2017 registered students registered in an ADP course or 
programme (past or present)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this analysis we define ADP students as a student that is either enrolled within a faculty ADP programme or is taking courses tagged as part of ADP offerings, for example a mainstream student taking ADP math is classified as ADP. For todays exercise we look at a snapshot from 2017.The population then: All 2017 registered students that are now or have ever been in an adp course or programme



WHO ARE OUR STUDENTS? (2017)

Gender composition

F M T

56%

1%

19%

9%

7%
8%

Population representation

Black

Chinese

Coloured

Indian

NA/Unknown

White

TOTAL: 4676, 87% SA Citizens, 40% Financial aid

Schools

1 2 3 4 5

Language representation

English IsiXhosa Isizulu Other
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So to answer “ who are our students” demographic data was summarised. This is a snapshot of what our AD student body looks like. As you can see gender composition is fairly half and half with slightly more females in 2017. Of a total of 4676 students, 87% are South African and 40% are on financial aid of some sort.A note on this analysis. There is an increasing trend for students to NOT indicate population group as is their right, however this can become problematic when one is trying to assess a particular target group. So I applied a reduction protocol to help assign more UNKOWN  individuals to a population group…basically if a student was south African and indicated their first language as and African one they were reclassified as Black. The population pie shows that our students are 56% black African and 85% black used inclusively. The language break down shows English, Isizulu  and isiXhosa as the dominant home languages And finally we looked at what schools our students attended. The vast majority come from pretty good, Quintile 1-3 schools with only about a quarter matriculating out of quintile 4 and 5 schools. So I would say yes, we are serving our target group!



DOES OUR ALTERNATIVE ADMISSIONS GET 
MORE BLACK STUDENTS INTO  UCT?

Population:

All students registered in one faculty with an alternative 
admissions programme  in 2017
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Does our alternative admissions strategy help get these black students into the system…..I mentioned that there are various access pints into ADP. Here I want to talk about the one that allows more studnets into the university from day 1. alternative admissions….is when students of disadvantage are allowed in with lower faculty scores. The aim of all is to provide more opportunities for black students to enter the univeristy



ALTERNATIVE ADMISSONS

MAIN ADP

Mean 446.8109 396.3551

Standard Error 1.712563 1.556055

Median 446 394

Mode 414 381

Standard Deviation 48.07394 25.85113

Sample Variance 2311.104 668.2807

Range 435 176

Minimum 177 289

Maximum 612 465

Count 788 276

Distribution of faculty scores for 2 groups entering faculty X

REG ADP
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How does alternative admissions work. I have taken the entrance scores for all the students that registered in faculty x from my population and divided them into the 2 programmes that they are placed in, REGULAR and ADP. You can see then that ADP students are allowed in with generally lower faculty scores but does this group have more black students than the other



DOES OUR ALTERNATIVE ADMISSIONS GET MORE 
BLACK STUDENTS INTO UCT?
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A quick note on redress category….these are used at UCT as a metric for disadvantage and is made up of a number of variables including population group, household finances etc. Open is the least disadvantaged and category one the most. As one expects in SA, this category is largely black African students.So, does allowing some students in with lower scores actually get more black students into UCT,  what you are looking at here, on the left are those faculty scores averaged out per population group for each stream. Notably cat 1-3 have the most students in ADPIf we revisualise this as a stacked bar chart on the right…it is clear that allowing some students in with lower scores does in fact get more black students into the university. 



DO OUR INTERVENTIONS CLOSE THE 
PERFORMANCE GAP?

Population:

All students registered in one faculty with an alternative 
admissions programme  in 2017
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Ok so we get these students in from a lower starting point but do we help then make up the performance gap. Well lets look at Grade Point Averages or GPA at the end of 2017 in our 2 groups



GRADE POINT AVERAGE COMPARISONS

• F test: unequal variance

• T test:  significantly different

Mainstream ADP
average 63 60
variance 90 50

Distribution of GPAs for 2 groups in 
faculty X at the end of 2017

REG ADP
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A note on the analysis…I removed all students from both main and edp groups that scored less than 30% for their GPA. I took this as the cut off to remove students who simply do not participate…once I did this the distribution of data shows clearly that the median of ADP is lower than main, with variance much smaller than main, suggesting a more homogenous performance in our ADP group. A 2 sample T test, suggest hypothesis that there is a significant difference in the performance between main and ADP students…..one could interpret this and say well past performance or entrance scores predicts present performance… 



PAST VS PRESENT PERFORMANCE
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Well no, while it is true that ADP students start from a lower base point if we look at and calculate correlation between past and present performance, or entrance scores vs GPA,  R values are actually quite  low, only 0.44 in regular and much lower in ADP…Is this a good thing? I would say, yes for the students and no for us …..If your past does not have to predict your future, that what happens once you are in the system matters more….from that lens mainstream students are significantly outperforming those in ADP. So we need to look at what we are doing in ADP a lot more rigorously…..stress this is about method and should not be taken as fact!



ARE WE PRODUCING MORE BLACK 
GRADUATES?

Population:

Graduates from 2013-2017 all  faculties coded as ADP
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Presentation Notes
The next question related to outcomes…do ADP programmes (so not courses here) produce more black graduates. Here we look at Graduates from 2013-2017 all  faculties  coded as ADP students…



% Black graduates 
across UCT

% ADP graduates 
that are black

% ADP graduates per 
year

% Black grads 
from ADP

2013 42 86 7 14

2014 45 92 11 23

2015 52 91 16 29

2016 50 92 16 30

2017 48 93 14 27

AVERAGE 47 91 13 24

GRADUATION RATES
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If we look at the number of black graduates across the university that number averages out at around 50% over 5 years. A number well below representative in terms of SA demographics… In contrast…in ADP our graduates are over 85% black, with an average of 91% over 5 years. What this means is that ADP contributes only about 13% of UCTs graduates on average, it produces 24% of its black graduates. Bearing in mind that many of these would either not have been admitted without alternative admissions or would have been excluded without intervention….. So yes, ADP does contribute significantly to the number of black graduates produced by the institution. 



ARE WE CONTRIBUTING TO TRANSFORMATION 
OF PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPES?

Population:

Graduates in all commerce and health sciences ADP 
programmes, 2015-2017 
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Finally we asked if ADP programmes  increase diversity in the professional degree space. In this instance we look only at business and health science professionals from 2015-2017



ARE WE HELPING TO TRANFORM PROFESSIONAL 
LANDSCAPES?
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As shown earlier,  ADP is overwhelmingly services black students, here we use ADP as a proxy for black professionals entering the professional job market ….over the years the contribution to these landscapes has been variable, however we can say that over the last 3 years about 20% of health science practitioners have been produced by ADP and at least 20% of business professionals .



CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to evaluate a mission statement using quantitative data
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So can we evaluate a mission statement using quantitative data? While this first attempt has flagged a number of issues with data continuity itself and highlights the need for more validation. I believe that we have shown the potential for this methodology to help us understand what we are doing in our interventions and the outcomes of these, as well as the alignment of outcomes with what we set out to do in the first place….. Our next steps will include a refinement of our questions, increased interrogation of the data warehouse and a  more thorough analytical approach.
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